A Specimen-based View of the World
Using the Biological Collections Ontology to Model Biodiversity Collections
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role in biodiversity research and the BCO, the need to track
and describe relationships between specimens, their origins,
and their derivatives continues to be the BCO’s primary
driving use case. Although the BCO models basic biodiversity
domain knowledge, it is primarily an application ontology that
relies on imports from and coordination with other ontologies
such as the Ontology for Biomedical Investigations (OBI) [5],
the Environment Ontology (ENVO) [6], and the Population
and Community Ontology (PCO) [4]. Coordination with
ENVO is crucial for describing the environments in which
specimens are collected, and coordination with PCO allows the
BCO to describe multi-organism specimens, such as
metagenomic samples.

Abstract—Application ontologies for biodiversity and
biomedical specimen data are being developed within the OBO
Foundry framework. Both the Biological Collections Ontology
(BCO) and the Ontologized Minimum Information About
BIobank data Sharing (OMIABIS) are ontologies rooted in
specimens and the need to track, share and query data about
specimens. In this paper, we briefly describe the structure of the
BCO and the way that it is used to annotate and reason over
biodiversity data. We conclude with a discussion of the
relationship of the BCO to bio-bank ontologies and areas of
potential collaboration through the Ontology for Biomedical
Investigations (OBI).
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I. INTRODUCTION
Museum specimens and the data associated with them are a
critical foundation of biodiversity knowledge. They provide
evidence of an organism’s occurrence at a particular place and
time and are source material for genetic, genomic, and
metagenomic sequence data as well as for morphological,
physiological, and biochemical trait measurements.
Environmental data and field notes taken at the time of
specimen collection or observation provide needed context that
can form the basis of ecological studies into species’
distributions and interactions (e.g. [1–3]). As our ability to
measure and record scientific data has grown through
technologies such as sequencing and digital data capture, so
too has the need to store, track, access, and understand new
types of specimens and their associated data.
The Biological Collections Ontology (BCO) [4] is a
semantic model that describes and links both traditional and
novel types of biodiversity data. While observations play a key
Funding was provided by EAGER: An Interoperable Information
Infrastructure for Biodiversity Research (NSF-IIS-1255035), by RCN4GSC:
A Research Coordination Network for the Genomic Standards Consortium
(NSF-DBI-0840989), and by Collaborative Research: BiSciCol Tracker:
Towards a tagging and tracking infrastructure for biodiversity science
collections (NSF-DBI: 0956371, 0956350, 0956426).

The BCO grew out of a series of workshops [7,8] aimed at
harmonizing traditional museum collection data, typically
described using Darwin Core (DwC) [9], and genomic-based
biodiversity data, typically described using using Minimum
Information for any (x) Sequence (MIxS) [10,11]. Although
MIxS is a standard for sequence data, there is overlap with
specimen-based standards given that many of the MIxS terms
describe the specimen that was sequenced or the conditions
under which it was collected. The first term developed for the
BCO was material sample1, which was defined as a material
entity (from the Basic Formal Ontology or BFO) [12,13] that
realizes a material sample role by being the output of some
material sampling process. As the BCO matured, it became
apparent that BCO classes for material sample and material
sampling process were very similar to specimen and specimen
collection in OBI. Because these and many of the other
concepts needed to describe biodiversity data were already
present in OBI, a decision was made to coordinate BCO
development with OBI. Classes that can be applied to
biological investigations generally, such as specimen, should
be housed in OBI, while only those specific to biodiversity
studies, such as museum specimen, should be maintained in the
BCO.

1. Ontology class names are shown in italic and relations in bold.
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II. ONTOLOGY DESIGN
The BCO is being developed according to OBO
Foundry principles [14]. It is organized around two
of the key processes that generate biodiversity data:
specimen collection and observing process (Fig. 1).
Both have a material entity as an input, but the key
difference is that specimen collection generates a
material entity (a specimen) as output while
observing process generates an information content
entity (from the Information Artifact Ontology or
IAO) [15]. The BCO interprets specimen collection
in a broad sense to include collection of museum or
herbarium specimens, subsampling processes such
as tissue sampling or DNA extraction, and
collection of environmental (e.g., metagenomic)
samples. Sequence generation and its output data Fig. 1. Key classes of the BCO (orange), in a hierarchy based on BFO (yellow) and OBI (blue).
are also crucial to biodiversity studies, but they
IV. THE BCO AND BIOBANK ONTOLOGIES
have been modeled in OBI and the Sequence Ontology [16], so
Similar to biodiversity specimen repositories, biomedical
we import classes as needed for those concepts.
specimen repositories (biobanks) need to track and share data
An essential functionality of the BCO is the ability to trace
on specimens, their sources and their derived products or data.
data through a series of processes. For example, one may have
Here we compare the BCO to the Ontologized MIABIS
organismal sequence data stored in GenBank [17] and
(OMIABIS), named after the Minimum Information About
metagenomic data stored in another database and want to
BIobank data Sharing (MIABIS) [22]. OMIABIS is not the
determine if those sequences came from the same museum
only existing biobank ontology, but is the only published,
sample (Fig. 2). To make queries like this, we needed a
freely available one of which we are aware. We also
transitive property chain that links inputs and outputs of
considered the ontology described by [23] but do not have
planned processes, which was not available in the Relation
access to a current version for direct comparison. BCO and
Ontology (RO) [18] or BFO. We created two relations using
OMIABIS not only share a similar focus on specimens but also
property chains, defined as follows:
reuse many of the same terms from OBI and IAO. Some
aspects that appear to differ between the two ontologies are in
is_specified_input_of o 'has output' subPropertyOf
fact simply domain-specific differences in terminology. For
‘derives from by planned process’
example, descriptions of the environment in which a sample
(http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BCO_0000067)
was collected in the BCO are, from a knowledge modeling
is_specified_output_of o 'has input' subPropertyOf
perspective, very similar to a description of patient disease
status and history in biobank ontologies, as both describe the
‘is derived into by planned process’
conditions under which a specimen was collected. We
(http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BCO_0000068)
recommend that developers of both ontologies work to develop
The is_specified_input_of and is_specified_output_of
a shared set of design patterns that can be used to model the
relations are from OBI and has output and has input are from
environmental context of specimens, other aspects of specimen
the RO We are working with curators of RO to develop more
collection processes, and relations such as derives from by
broadly applicable definitions and names for these relations.
planned process, described earlier.
III. USING THE BCO
One of the main uses of the BCO is to query over data sets
that have metadata associated with both specimens and
specimen collection. We have held several workshops in which
we mapped column headings to ontology terms and specified
relations among columns in order to convert datasets from the
typical spread-sheet format to RDF [19]. Work is ongoing to
develop tools that can automate mapping of data in common
formats (such as Darwin Core archives or MIxS spread sheets)
to RDF using BCO and other ontologies (see theBiSciCol
Triplifier [20] and Biocode FIMS tools [21]). Three major
challenges in this endeavor are that few researchers distinguish
between specimens and specimen collection processes when
they are recording data, the information content of many
spreadsheets is ambiguous, and the lack of a clear standard for
instance identifier assignment for biodiversity data.

Both the biodiversity and biobank domains have standards
for describing data (MIABIS for biobanks and DwC and MIxS
for biodiversity specimens) and infrastructure for aggregating
relevant data – the European Biobanking and Biomolecular
Resources Research Infrastructure (BBMRI) [24] for biobanks
and the Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF) [25]
for biodiversity data. Nonetheless, the diversity of specimen
and data types, the distributed nature of collections, and the
novelty of informatic approaches to many researchers in both
fields lead to uneven application of standards and additional
challenges for semantic reasoning, particularly across legacy
data sets. These challenges call for tools that make the
ontologies easier to work with, on top of ontology
development. We see an opportunity for BCO and OMIABIS
developers to collaborate on tool development in areas such as
universally unique specimen identifiers, data itegration across
legacy data sources, and reasonig over large data sets.
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Fig. 2. Transitive derivation in the BCO. By declaring the derives from by planned process relation transitive and specifying a property chain for the
relation based on inputs and outputs, we can infer that both the GenBank fish sequence and metagenomic sequence stored elsewhere are derived from the
same fish, without having to assert the derives from by planned process relation.

It is clear that there are many areas of overlap and potential
collaboration in modeling biodiversity specimen collections
and biobanks. We are interested in discussing re-use of OBI
terms without importing the entire OBI logic chain. Much of
OBI’s logic is not necessary for BCO’s use cases and is likely
to put off potential users, and we would like to learn if
OMIABIS faces a similar situation. The only major conflict we
found during this comparison was a difference in the version of
BFO used by the two ontologies, and this is a conflict we think
can be easily resolved. Concepts from OMIABIS, such as the
owns and administers relations are highly useful and
important to the BCO to capture the administrative data and
relationships among biodiversity collections, may be better
housed in the more general OBI. We recommend that curators
from both domains work with the OBI to develop common
terminology wherever possible.
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